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Abstract M 0 7 Th determiunation of starting temperature fi Simulated
Annealing in two-stage system has not been seriously

' Ne way to reduce tie computational requirements of Simulated addressed before. Both llRowSe6,oaeSI and (GrovS7)
Uumealing placement algorituhms is to use a faster heuristic to introduce the question but avoid answezing it by choosing a
eplace the early phase of Simul-ad Aninesling. Such systems stating temperature based aimply on prior experience.
ed to know a soating temperature for the annealinig phase that

umakes the best use of the existinig sltrucure yetdesa 2 Definltion of Equilibrium and Temperature
approprate amount of improvement. This paper presents a
method for meaturing the temperature: of an existing placement In previous disusions of cooling schedules and
based on analysis of the probability distribution of the change in convergence [Rome84. W~hit$4, AariS], the Simulated
cos function. Using this view a new definition of equilibriun as Aneln stt a been sepresen ted either as the probability
given and the equiibrium temperature of a placement is defined. dsribution of die absolute cam P (C ), or the Ma of transition
Temperatures of placements produced both by a Simulated probabilities from every sate i to every other sate j. T1,. We
Annealing and a Mmfi-Cut placement algorndim are measured. suggest a different view that gives more information about

P -/ I ' - t equilbium dynamics: the probability disiion oftecag
1 Introduction /'- in cost function froma the cuuent stat. P (AC) is the probability

that a given ate under a Simulated Annaling process with a
The success of the Simulated Annealing algorithm for~t particular generation function (Romeg4] will generate a move

automnatic placement [SechSSJ has been hindered by its ,with a change in cost function of AC. P (AC) varies with
ecessive computational requirements. Recent work on standard temperatur (T) and as moves are made.
cell, placement algorithms (RoseS6. Grov$7, RoaeSSJ has
suggested alleviating this by using a two-stage approach: begi We can use this view to give a different perspective on the
with a good huristic such as the Mmn-Cut algorithmn [DunlSSJ equilibrium of a Simulated Annealing process. Since at
ad follow it with a Simulated Annealing-based approach for equilbr the absolute cost function no longer changes, this

more fine optiizan. This allows a tradeoff between implies that the expected value of the change in cot function is
execution tim and quality. A critical issue in this approach is to nero:
decide the starting temperature of the Simulated Annealing E (AC) = 0()
phase. If it is too high, then somne of the structure created by the
firt phase will be destroyend unnecessary exrwl Wdill An expression for E(AC) can be formed assuming that P (AC)
have to be done in the Simulated Annealing phase. Nf the is kntown:
temperature is too low then solution quality is lo**, similar to the E(AC = 1AC P (AC) PAWF,(AC) dAC (2)
case of a quenching cooling schedule [Whii4]. ' 4

71is paper presents a technique for maszuring the PACC,, (AC ) is the probability that the acceptance function will
temperature of a placemnat for use in such two-stage systems. acp a move with com AC (RomeS4]. It commonly has the
To do s, we present a new view of Simulated Annealing mtat value I for ACO anmd e -7 for AC >0 (SechSS]. We note
different from those articulated in (RomeS4. Whit84, Aart8]. here that P (AC) in equation (2) must be the distributon
The principal differenc is that we look at probability mcasured on a running Simulate Annealing process at the
distributionis of the change in cost function of a Simulated equilbrum temperatume This distribution is difficult to
Annealing state, rather than the absolute coat function. Using; measre, and will be discussed further in Section 3. 1.
this view we give a definitio Of equilibri from which follows
the notion of dhe equilibriiman eperature of a placement. Using this PA .., (AC) we can split equation (2) into two

parts and at equilbium from equation (1) we can equate it to
Prosm this we develop a measure that quantifies the nearnes nero

of a Simulated Annealing placement to equilibrium mad give F C=0(3experimental evidence of its ability to detc eqilbru. This IAC P(AC)dAC +1CP(AC)e~d C= 3
leadse to a method for mesring the equilbrium temaperaur of
a placement, and we show that it wotks both for placements
prodticed by a Simulated Annealing ad a Min-Cut placement Thus equilrium can now be defined as the state where, at a
agderi=. given T = T., the distribution P (AC) satisfies equation (3).
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Conversely. die evpili~iua tenipeatwae af a placement with a 3 Measuring Temperature
distibuni P(AC ) is the temperature. Tq. for which equation
(3) is mso"*& As dufined in Section 2. the temperature of a placement is

the temperature at which the Simulated Annzealing: process
2.1 An EquitlbrIum-NarnesS Mesure running on the placement is in equilibrium, In this section we

present a method for measuring the temperature of mn arbitrary
Using equation (3) we can invent a measure of the nearness paeet

of a given Simulatd Annealing state to equilibrium. Define E -b ehdi aldteCRBnr cm n a hto be the absolute value of the first ocam in the equation, that is foling nitoudacale h RBnr Sac a

E- =I 1A P(C~dC 11. Measure P (AC ) for the given circuit under the Simulad
Similarly let E, be the second term of equation (3): Annaealing process. This is discussed in detai in Section

-WC 3.1.

E,=lU PA )eT A 2. Set the starting weatch temperature, T, arbitrarily.
Where T,, is the temperature of the Simulated Annealing
process. We can now define the Cost Force RatOw. (CPR) as: A

E (4 3. Based on the current T,. calculate PACw(AC) = eCFR = r.+ 1- x 10() for AC>0 and -Ifor AC 0.

The closer CFR is to 50% (the expected value of thgo 4. Calculate the Cost Force Ratio, CFR, using PA . (AC)
moves being equal to the expected values of the ba moves, and equation (4).
E. E+,) tie closer th yse is toeuh-Am 5. If CFR < 50, reduce T. according to a binary search and go

to step 3;,
5 C %If CPR > 50, increase T. according to a binary search and

53- CFII.go to step 3.

51- 6. When CFR -50, Tm is the equilibrium temperature, T..
.... ... ... ... ... .. . . . ... Finish.

4.-

47- Each iteration of the CFR Binary Search reqires only the
_____________________recalculation of the positive portion of the acceptance funiction

I I I Iprobability. PA.V,(AC). and subsequently E, and CFR since
0 200 400 600 O00 1000 E - does notchange with Tn Note also thatP (&C )need only

be generated once. This is important since it takes many moves
(10(' to 10W) to get an accurate xcrurc of the probability

Move Numbe In 1009 distribution.

Figure 1 -CFR vs Move as Process Achieves Equilibriin 3.1 Measurement of the Probability Distribution

A key and diffcurlt step in the CFR Binary Search
ADl etperimensts in this paper use a placement of the 633 temperature measurement procedure is the measurement of the

standard cea Primary 1 circuit from the Preas-Robents standard distribution P (AC). Theme ane two possible methods:
cell bencbmuak mite fPreaB7]. The placement was produced by
the SALTOR Simulated Annealing placement program 1. Static Measurment. P(AC) is meiasured by generating
[RoseS6.RtoseS], which is based on the ideas of the flmberwolf (but not accepting) moves in the Simulated Annealing
standard call placement programn [SechgS]. Figure I is a plot of process on the placement, and recording the frequency with
CFR versus generated move number for a Simulated Annealing which each cost occurs. These vial moves do not change
process running on circuit Ptimary 1, as it goes from non- the placement.11
equilbriu to equilibirium at temperature 400 changing to 300.
CFR is deterined by keeping a window of AC values 2. Dynamic k~asment P (AC ) is measured by generating
multiplie by the PACCp, function mid using this to calculate E, + an accepting moves on the placement. Here the placement
and E-. I this figure the CFR conies down from an iiial does change as the measurement is mae.
value of 55% aid hovers around SD%. This shows that the CFR
isidicates when equilibrium has been achieved. h varies about For the general case of any Simulated Annealing application a
tie 50% point due to the stochastic nature of the algorithmn and static measurment will not give the correct distribution. Ths is
the approximation of measuring the CFR in a finite window. because a static measurement of P (AC) could be taken when

the system was at a local (but nat global) optimum In this cas
theme would be no good (negative) moves generated and since
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E- would thus be 0the temperature would appear tobe 0.which due to two effcts: irat. there is a alight differece,. as
is incesrect in the case df a local optimum Similar problems discussed above, between the sa"i end the (man careta)
-a occur when the noat i at or near isconinuitis in the dynamic measurunent of P (AC). Second. at lower
Meneg landacap. temperatures. there awe fewer negative moves, and so the

accuracy of E - decreases decreasing the accuracy of CFR and
The dynamic meauement approach must run the Simulatd hence the temperature meamasuneft.

Annealing process a is equilibmium temperature. Umag a
different temperature: would cause the placement's temperatureSAPo oe FBnw Sarh ifrem
t0 chure Unfoctunately the equilibrium temperaiture is the SAPrdue LbEesry ear Difeonc
quantity we are semking. end is not known. This is a dilemma noTmeaue M sueTep _ __

imlie the lHienberg uncertainty pnaciple: the act of measurnng 500 496 -4
the temperature tins way cen cause the temperature to chenge. 405 420 +15

An altemnative is to measure P (AC) using the static method 294 8 -11
end to determine how accue this is as en approajmation The 213 215 +2
accitracy is entirely problem dependent - it depends on the 153 164 +11
enery landscape of the underlying Simulated Annealing _ ____97 -2formulation. We have experimented to detmine the accuracy
for the standard cell plAeMen problM end have found that the 57 60 +3
static measurement of P (AC ) is almost exactly the sam as the 28 280
dynamic measusrmnt Figure 2 shows a plot of a static 9 15 +6
distribustion and a dynamnic distribution measured on ciacwi 2 4 .Plimaryl at temperature 300. Measurement. end nmerical
comparisons on this and seve-ral other circuits at various
temperatures have shown very =nall differences; between the Table I1- Tenperature Measrawan fAnnealing Placements
static: and dynamic measusements. Thus we will ose the static
measurement of P (AC) in the temperaturemesren
algorithm. This last point can be seen experimnentally: figure 3 is a plot

in.. ____ ____ ____ ____ ____of the percentag standard deviation of the measured
temperature as a function of the number of virtual moves, N. for

POC)temperares 28. 153 and 405. Tie standard deviation was
calculated from five rns at each number of virtual moves.

300- % VI ~ e

200 ...... TwuM
75- T a 1 Tu

100- So-
0- 25 -

-am0 -1900 -1000 -80 0 go0 1000 loco a00 0 ________________
AC

2 3 4 5
PIgur2 2- Comsparison of Static and Dynamxic Measurement IoglO (Number of Virtual Moves)

Figure 3 - Voriadioe of Tmiperatwe vs. Numnber of Moves

3.2 "Oueft fflof A "In PlerrntsThe variation is a decreexing fiuction of N, a would be
The CFR Binary Search was used to measure the expected. The figure illustrates the incease in perentage:

temperature of a eft of Primaryl plaicements produced by the variation at lower temperature.
SALTOR Simulated Asaling pLacement program
[Roe8,oeIS). Each placement was measured statically using 4 LMsrefmnt of WrnCut Placement
N - 100,000 virtual moves to experimentally determn P (AC).
T"b~ I grve the temperature at which each placement's Our SWa is to detemmine the starting temperature when 0
Simulated Annealing process was teminated (while in switching fom a sintesueling placment algorithm to en
equilibrium), end the measured temperature uming the CFR ennealing-beaed one. In this maction we tat the ideas preased
Binary Serh above on the Min-Cut placement algorithmw n ~lS)l.

The meassured temperature is quite accurate at the higher Several terms first need to be defined foir i-Cut -

temperature, usually leow than 7% error. The lower temperature placements, as shown in Figure 4. A Min-Cut placemenit C o(e
measurements are proporionsaly lensaccurate. The error is

'1t Special
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algorithm is characterized by. among othe things. the ceder and Delia Me h itAnds the temperaure of a placement by
spacing of the cut lines applied. b Figrm 4, the rectangle running a dynamic annaling process th de placanent over a
represents the entire placement. over which in laM a me of range of emperanues. Thw percentage difference in absolute
vertical and houizesamal cut lines. Nf the spacing of the vertical coet function after (100 moves per cell are made) is meaurd.

cummis is V ad of the horizontal cut lines is H.* then the cad When a temperature is found for which this difference: is less
sird A~.is given by A = VxRH. then 2%. that is taken as the temperature of the placement. This

vagois a direct way of experimentally finding the temperatwe at
which the change in cost function is near 0. Table 2 gives the

___ temperatures determined by the Delta Method, end the
differenc between the CIRR Binary Search and the DeltaGIN4LO

GdL~OMethod. The COR Binary Search measurement for Min-Cut
Hallranplacements is not as accurate as those for Annealing-producedW $pa - Mplacements, yet it does track the temperature reasonably well.

The CPR Binary Search method consistently overestimates
V* ~Ci~iii*the equilibrium temperature due to the fact that a nuin-cut

Figure 4 - Defiimu of Cut-A ra placement is not in equilibriunm as discussed sbove.

On diificulty with measuring lbe temperature of non- 5Cocuin
annealing produced placements is that1 the definlition Of We have presented a method for determining the
temperature presented in Swoton 2 depends on the associated tepraue in the Simulated Annealing sense, of an arbitrary
Sirmlated Annealing process being in equilibrium. It is clear. placement. It use a new view of Simulated Annealing star that
however, that a placement produced by a tiol-alinealing is based an the probability distribution of the change in cost
algaritlim is not in equilibrum. Thus wie must make an fuc ion Th anmpst of several Simulated Amicaling

apeoimtinand assaime that a min-cut placement can be plcemeno have been measured with good accuracy. The
thoughst of as being in equilibrum at someC temperature. 7 tempeatur of a set of Min-Cut placements has also been
effect of this approimation is measord in the nex seto measured. This method is useful for determining the starting
where we compare lbe CFR Binary Search method wit a more temperaur when switching from a non-annealing based

direct ethod.placement stategy to an annealing-based one.
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